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The visitor

enters the

space of the

machine

Antony

Gormley:

Blind Light

"Architecture is supposed to be the

location of security and certainty about

where you are. It is supposed to protect

you from the weather, from darkness,

from uncertainty. BLIND LIGHT

undermines all of that. You enter this

interior space that is the equivalent of

being on top of a mountain or at the

bottom of the sea. It is very important

for me that inside it you find the outside.

Also you become the immersed figure

in an endless ground, literally the

subject of the work."

Antony Gormley

Architecture is supposed to be

the location of security and

certainty about where you are.

It is supposed to protect you

from the weather, from

darkness, from uncertainty.

BLIND LIGHT undermines all of

that. You enter this interior

space that is the equivalent of

being on top of a mountain or

at ...

Uncanny Space Vibrant Space

Susan Helen

Miller: LIGHT

CUBE

Susan Helen Miller

2016 | PLATEAU | Laser

Installation | Lichtkunstfestival

Aufstiege | Herrenberg Eine

begehbare Laserinstallation in

Zusammenarbeit mit Katharina

Heubner und Martina Kändler.

2015 | LIGHT CUBE | Laser

Installation | Blaue Nacht |

Nürnberg In der Installation

LIGHT CUBE hat man die

Freiheit sich ...

In the installation LIGHT CUBE one has the

freedom to seemingly defy the laws of

nature.

The laws of architecture and spatial

perception are questioned.

It is possible to enter a room without

opening doors.

Walls, which in our world consist of solid

matter, are replaced by surfaces of light.

The entire designed space becomes a white

cube, the visitor an actor on the white stage.

Fall

April 28 2016 - May 4 2016

Gijon, SpainLABoral Centro de

Arte Creacion IndustrialL.E.V.

Festival In the 1950s the village

of Fall in the south of Bavaria

slowly disappeared under the

rising waters of the newly built

Sylvenstein water reservoir. In

2015 the reservoir had

extremely low water. Ruins

Fragile Territories

Fragile Territories is a laser and

sound installation by Robert

Henke. Complex visual shapes

emerge, drawn on a 30 meter

wide wall by four fast moving

laser beams, constantly

changing motions of pure light.

Sounds - transformed

recordings of a piano - fill the

room, sometimes in sync with

the ...

Robert

Henke:

Laser works

What defines a territory? Where

does a line start and end? Who

occupies which space and when?

How do we negociate and navigate

a shared space? Fragile Territories

uses four lasers, each contributing

to a complex and mutating visual

shape, overlapping lines, rigid

grids, loose shortcuts, A painting of

light, osciallating between static

geometry and fluent ephemeral

strokes of color.

Abstract Space

Virtual Space

Waterlicht | Studio

Roosegaarde

WATERLICHT is a combination

of LEDs and lenses which

create an ever changing virtual

flood, influenced by wind and

rain. The WATERLICHT podcast

shares stories about the impact

and potential of water. Daan

Roosegaarde: "WATERLICHT is

an inspiration for the future:

should we build floating cities ...

Studio

Rosegaarde:

Waterlicht

WATERLICHT by Daan

Roosegaarde in

Museumplein Amsterdam

[OFFICIAL MOVIE]
WATERLICHT is the dream

landscape about the power and

poetry of water. As a virtual

flood, it shows how high the

water could reach without

human intervention...

Elastic Space

Laser Fingers

Realtime laser control. More

information at ofxIlda &

ofxEtherdream

'The Measures Taken' R&D 2, 2011-2014

R&D excerpts from 'The Measures Taken', 2011-2014 http://www.memo.tv/the-measures-taken/

The Measures Taken

An interactive stage

performance, commissioned by

the Royal Opera House. A

collaboration with Alexander

Whitley Dance Company.

"Scene-by-scene it's

extraordinary" - The Guardian

"Scintillating inspiration born of

clever science" - The Times

'When we look to technology to

deliver us from accidents

Memo

Akten: Laser

Works

Visually striking and kinetically charged, this

work for five dancers uses cutting edge

motion-tracking technology to project visuals

that interact with the performers’ movements

in real-time. Asking how and on what terms

such technology can ‘watch’ a moving body

and how this contrasts to the way a human

does, the piece explores the tendency of a

system that ‘knows’ only by quantity and how

our fundamental desire for discovery drives

this. How is it that the gaze of technology has

the potential to change the way we see

ourselves and relate to one other and to what

extent does our hunger for knowledge lead

us astray?

Space as organism

In Spectra we work with

the whole space and the

visitor’s presence in it as

part of the work: there is

no such thing as empty

space or a position

outside of space. We are

not in the space but we

are space.

Spectra - space as an organism,

is a long term artistic practice

and research into attention and

space and how their

organisation affects our sense

of embodiment, emergent

realities and infrastructures.

Spectra has been developed by

Andrea Božić and Julia Willms

and operates as the basic

principle

Art as Organism

In this groundbreaking book,

Charissa Terranova unearths a

forgotten narrative of

modernism, which charts the

influence that biology, General

Systems Theory and

cybernetics had on art in the

twentieth century. From kinetic

and interactive art to early

computer art and installations

spanning an ...

Reactive Space Active Space

Haunted

Houses

Escape

Room

"Visitor has

entered the

building."

NERVOUS STRUCTURE/

Annica Cuppetelli ,

Cristobal Mendoza

Au festival Scopitone 2012 à

Nantes du 18/09 au 23/09 à

Nantes, Stereolux

http://scopitone.org/installation/

nervous-structureannica-cuppet

elli-cristobal-mend...

http://www.antonygormley.com/projects/item-view/id/241#p0
http://susanhelenmiller.de/laserinstallation/
https://roberthenke.com/installations/fall.html
https://vimeo.com/60578749
https://www.studioroosegaarde.net/project/waterlicht
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LWzPm_ponkI
http://www.memo.tv/portfolio/laser-fingers/
https://vimeo.com/174099112
http://www.memo.tv/portfolio/the-measures-taken/
https://www.andreabozic.com/spectra-space-organism
https://books.google.de/books?id=PmKJDwAAQBAJ&pg=PA40&lpg=PA40&dq=theatre+space+as+organism&source=bl&ots=m8wON1Ft22&sig=ACfU3U3lDwlyMPATlc5JsSCk_t2poP4brg&hl=de&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjL--qEqOroAhWI2KQKHV48BzcQ6AEwGHoECAQQVQ#v=onepage&q=theatre%20space%20as%20organism&f=false
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B0vtL6DHiFo

